
Programming in Java
Data, Control, and Algorithms

Unit01: Data, Input, and Output



What is Programming?



What is Programming?
An Algorithm is a step by step list of instructions to solve a problem or complete a 
task.

“Programming”  is:

-Defining and understanding a problem in terms of inputs and outputs

-Creating Algorithms to solve problem or complete task

-Translating these algorithms into a specific computer language (like Java!)



What is Java?
“Object Oriented Programming Language and Library that runs on JRE (Java 
Runtime Environments) on any computer system.”

-Invented in 1991 as language for embedded devices by Oracle and Sun 
Microsystems

-Re-invented in 1994 as language for Web - “Applets” that can run on any 
computer 

-Currently used in embedded systems, Android Applications, scientific, and 
business applications.



What we will Learn Today

-How to Program a Java Class

-Data Types: Numbers and Strings 

-How to Print to Console

-How to get Data from a User



IDE (Integrated Development Environment)
Program for a Computing System

Similar to a Word Processor

Type, save, organize Programs

Compile and Run Programs

Display Results

Provide Feedback for Errors



Eclipse IDE

Package 
Explorer:

List of 
Projects, 
Files, and 
Resources

Programming Area: Where 
you write the code.

Outline:
Structure of 
current code 
in 
programming 
area

Console: Displays Output and 
text input for running 
programs.



Java Class



Comments
Comments are used in programming to inform the human reader of the intent, 
structure, or other facts on the code.  

Comments are ignored by the computer

// Single line comment.

/* Multi

   Line

   Comment */



Printing to Console: System.out.println()
To print to the Console use the “System.out.println()” command.

Examples:

// Printing Text

System.out.println(“Hello, I am programmed in Java.”);

// Printing numbers and Operations

System.out.println(10);

System.out.println(5 + 7);



Data Types in Java: Three types:
Text:

String: Words and text

char: single characters

Numbers:

int: Integers

double: Decimals

float: Decimals

Boolean:

true and false





Selected String Methods
Concatenation: Puttings Strings Together

String greeting = “Hello”;

String name = “Mr. Michaud”;

System.out.println(greeting + “ “ + name);

Slicing: Taking Sections out of Strings

String greeting = “Hello”;

greetings.substring(1,4); // returns “ell” 



Structure of Strings
Think of Strings like a collection of characters, each with their own “address”

String phrase = “Hello World!”;

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

H e l l o W o r l d !

phrase.substring(6, 11);  // Would return “World”



Operators



Scanner Object: Takes User Input



Types of Errors
Syntax Error:

Errors in spelling, punctuation, or structure that 
that compiler does not “understand”.

The code will not run and the compiler will tell 
you the “error”.

Runtime error:

The code runs but the output / results are not 
what is intended.



General Format for Solving Algorithms
1. Collect the Data: 

a. What Variables are used?
b. What is the datatype?  (Strings or numbers)

2. Define an “empty” output.  What type of data will be 
returned?

3. Perform actions to calculate the output.  
a. Concatenate or Slice for Strings
b. Math operations for numbers

4. Return or Print the Output


